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Abstract—Real-time video analytics on small autonomous
drones poses several difﬁcult challenges at the intersection of
wireless bandwidth, processing capacity, energy consumption,
result accuracy, and timeliness of results. In response to these
challenges, we describe four strategies to build an adaptive
computer vision pipeline for search tasks in domains such
as search-and-rescue, surveillance, and wildlife conservation.
Our experimental results show that a judicious combination
of drone-based processing and edge-based processing can save
substantial wireless bandwidth and thus improve scalability,
without compromising result accuracy or result latency.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Figure 1.

Continuous video transmission from a swarm of drones
places severe stress on the wireless spectrum. Hulu estimates
that its video streams require 13 Mbps for 4K resolution and
6 Mbps for HD resolution using highly optimized ofﬂine
encoding [1]. Live streaming is less bandwidth-efﬁcient, as
conﬁrmed by our measured bandwidth of 10 Mbps for HD
feed at 25 FPS from a drone. Just 50 drones transmitting
HD video streams continuously can saturate the theoretical
uplink capacity of 500 Mbps in a 4G LTE cell that covers
a large rural area [2]. This is clearly not scalable.
In this paper, we show how edge computing can greatly
reduce the per-drone bandwidth demand for video analytics,
without compromising the timeliness or accuracy of results.
We focus on a class of drones that are autonomous, rather
than tele-operated. Once mission-speciﬁc ﬂight control software is loaded, autonomous drones can ﬂy completely
disconnected. If any wireless bandwidth is consumed, it is
solely for real-time analytics. In this paper, “drone” will
always mean “autonomous drone.”
We present techniques for an adaptive computer vision
pipeline for small drones that leverages edge computing to
enable dynamic, mission-speciﬁc optimizations. Adaptation
is crucial to meeting the requirements of diverse missions.
For example, rapid discovery of survivors is the dominant
concern in a search-and-rescue mission, while stealth may
be the crucial requirement of a military mission. Drones
have the potential to transform such diverse domains as
forestry [3], warfare [4], trafﬁc management [5], and disaster
recovery [6]. A swarm of drones, working cooperatively and
loosely supervised by a single human operator, as illustrated
in Figure 1, has been proposed in the literature as a powerful
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future paradigm for search tasks [7]. This paper is a step
towards realizing that vision.
The main contribution of this paper is to introduce and
examine bandwidth saving strategies when ofﬂoading computation to an edge node for real-time drone video analysis.
In contrast to previous works [8] [9] [10], we leverage
state-of-the-art deep neural networks (DNNs) to selectively
transmit interesting data from a drone video stream and
explore mission-speciﬁc optimizations.
Our contributions are as follows:
•
•

•

A bandwidth-efﬁcient architecture based on edge computing that enables live video analytics for small drones.
Four different strategies to reduce total transmission:
EarlyDiscard, Just-in-Time-Learning, Reachback and
Context-Aware.
Experimental evidence that demonstrates the effectiveness of these strategies in saving bandwidth while
minimally impacting result accuracy and latency.
II. V IDEO P ROCESSING ON S MALL D RONES

In the context of real-time video analytics, small drones
represent a “perfect storm” of fundamental mobile computing challenges that were identiﬁed two decades ago [11].
Two challenges have speciﬁc relevance here. First, mobile
elements are resource-poor relative to static elements. Second, mobile connectivity is highly variable in performance
and reliability. We discuss their implications below.
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A. Payload and Drone Size
A high-resolution video camera can be small and light,
and be easily carried even by a very small drone. Flash
storage to preserve captured video at full ﬁdelity can also
ﬁt easily into such a drone. For example, a 16 GB ﬂash
chip can store over ﬁve hours of HD video, using Netﬂix’s
estimate of 3 GB per hour [12]. From our measurement,
a drone-encoded HD video occupies 4.7 GB storage space
per hour, yielding over three hours of storage on that
ﬂash chip. Finally, in spite of the small size and the light
weight of a smartphone, its sensing and processing capability
are adequate for GPS-based autonomous navigation and
ﬂight control [13]. The drone version of this hardware can
be even smaller and lighter since interaction components
such as the touch-screen display can be omitted. For these
reasons, “small” in the context of this paper means “just
powerful enough to carry a smartphone as payload.” To
anticipate future improvements in smartphone technology,
our experiments also consider more powerful devices such
R
Joule [14] and the NVIDIA Jetson [15] that
as the Intel
are physically compact and light enough to be credible as
small drone payloads in a few years.
Unfortunately, the hardware needed for deep video stream
processing in real time is larger and heavier than can ﬁt on a
small drone. State-of-art techniques in image processing use
DNNs that are compute- and memory-intensive. Figure 3
presents experimental results on two fundamental computer
vision tasks, image classiﬁcation and object detection, on
ﬁve different devices. In the ﬁgure, MobileNet V1 and
ResNet101 V1 are image classiﬁcation DNNs. Others are
object detection DNNs. Both tasks used publicly available
pretrained DNN models. We carefully choose hardware
platforms to represent a range of computation capabilities
R
Aero Drone
a small drone can carry including the Intel
platform [16] shown in Fig. 2 and NVIDIA Jetson TX2 [17].
In Fig. 3, we present the best results we could obtain on each
platform. This is not intended to directly compare frameworks and platforms (as others have been doing [18]), but
rather to illustrate the differences between drone-mountable
platforms and ﬁxed infrastructure servers.
Image classiﬁcation maps an image into categories, with
each category indicating whether one or many particular
objects (e.g., a human survivor, a speciﬁc animal, or a car)
exist in the image. The prediction speed using two different
DNNs are shown. MobileNet V1 [19] is a DNN designed for
mobile devices from the ground-up by reducing the number
of parameters and simplifying the computation using depthwise separable convolution. ResNet101 V1 [20] is a more
accurate but also more resource-hungry DNN that won the
ImageNet classiﬁcation challenge in 2015 [21].
Object detection is a harder task than image classiﬁcation,
because it requires bounding boxes to be predicted around
the speciﬁc areas of an image that contains a particular class

R
Figure 2. Intel
Aero Drone exempliﬁes our target class of small drones

of object. Object detection DNNs are built on top of image
classiﬁcation DNNs by using image classiﬁcation DNNs
as low-level feature extractors. Since feature extractors in
object detection DNNs can be changed, the DNN structures
excluding feature detectors are referred as object detection
meta-architectures. We benchmarked two object detection
DNN meta-architectures: Single Shot Multibox Detector
(SSD) [22] and Faster R-CNN [23]. We used multiple feature
extractors for each meta-architecture. The meta-architecture
SSD uses simpler methods to identify potential regions
for objects and therefore requires less computation and
runs faster. On the other hand, Faster R-CNN [23] uses a
separate region proposal neural network to predict regions of
interest and has been shown to achieve higher accuracy [24].
Figure 3 presents results in four columns: SSD combined
with MobileNet V1 or Inception V2, and Faster R-CNN
combined with Inception V2 or ResNet101 V1 [20]. The
combination of Faster R-CNN and ResNet101 V1 is one of
the most accurate object detectors available today [21]. The
entries marked “ENOMEM” correspond to experiments that
were aborted because of insufﬁcient memory.
These results demonstrates the computation gap between
mobile and static elements. While the most accurate object
detection model Faster R-CNN Resnet101 V1 can achieve
more than two FPS on a server GPU, it either takes several
seconds on mobile platforms or fails to execute due to
insufﬁcient memory. In addition, the ﬁgure also conﬁrms
that sustaining open-ended real-time video analytics on
smartphone form factor computing devices is well beyond
the state of the art today and may remain so in the near
future. This constrains what is achievable with small drones.
These constraints do not apply to much larger drones that
can carry more substantial computing hardware and energy
sources. However, there are compelling reasons to use the
smallest drone that meets mission requirements such as ﬂight
duration. First, in the context of drone ﬂight regulation (a
topic of intense discussion in many countries), small drones
are likely to receive favorable consideration since they have
less potential to cause severe damage in case of accidents.
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M: MobileNet V1; R: ResNet101 V1; S-M: SSD MobileNet V1; S-I: SSD Inception V2;
F-I: Faster R-CNN Inception V2; F-R: Faster R-CNN ResNet101 V1
Image
Classiﬁcation
Weight
CPU
(g)
Nexus 6 184
4-core 2.7 GHZ
Krait 450, 3GB
Mem
R
Intel
25
4-core 1.7 GHz Intel
R
Joule
T5700, 4GB
Atom
570x
Mem
R
Intel
4-core 1.6 GHz Intel
R
Aero
x7-Z8750,
Atom
Drone
4GB Mem
NVIDIA 85
2-Core 2.0 GHz
Jetson
Denver2 + 4-Core
TX2
2.0 GHz CortexA57, 8GB Mem
Rackmounted
Server

2x 36-core 2.3 GHz
R
R
Intel
Xeon
E52699v3 Processors,
128GB Mem

GPU
Adreno 420

R
Intel
HD
Graphics
(gen 9)
R
Intel
HD
Graphics
(gen 8)
256
cuda
core
1.3
GHz
NVIDIA
Pascal
2880 cuda
core
875MHz
NVIDIA
Tesla K40,
12GB GPU
Mem

Object Detection

M
R
S-M
(ms)
(ms)
(ms)
353 (67) 983 (141) 441 (60)

S-I
(ms)
794 (44)

F-I
(ms)

F-R
(ms)

ENOMEM

ENOMEM

37 (1)‡ 183 (2)†‡

73 (2)‡

442 (29)

5125 (750)

42 (1)‡ 223 (1)†‡

89 (1)‡

860 (27)

7461 (230)

13 340 (59)

ENOMEM

13 (0)†

92 (2)†

192 (18)

285 (7)†

ENOMEM

4 (0)‡

33 (0)†

12 (2)‡

70 (6)

229 (4)†

9810 (1100)

438 (5)†

Figures above are means of 3 runs across 100 random images. The time shown includes only the forward pass time using batch size
of 1. ENOMEM indicates failure due to insufﬁcient memory. Figures in parentheses are standard deviations. The weight ﬁgures for
Joule and Jetson include only the modules without breakout boards. Weight for Nexus 6 includes the complete phone with battery
and screen. Numbers are obtained with TensorFlow (TensorFlow Lite for Nexus 6) unless indicated otherwise.
R
Computer Vision SDK beta 3 is used.
† indicates GPU is used. ‡ indicates Intel
Figure 3.

Deep Neural Network Inference Speed

Second, larger drones are less maneuverable and more prone
to interference with other drone trafﬁc in congested spaces.
Third, they are also more expensive to purchase, operate and
maintain. Reduced size and weight have many beneﬁts.

a substantial amount (e.g., many tens of minutes to a few
hours). Such delay may be unacceptable in use cases such
as search-and-rescue or military surveillance. In this paper,
we focus on approaches that aim for much smaller result
latency: ideally, close to real-time.
A different approach is to ofﬂoad video processing during
ﬂight over a wireless link to an edge computing node called a
cloudlet. With this approach, even a small drone can leverage
the substantial processing capability of a ground-located
cloudlet, without concern for its weight, size, heat dissipation, or energy usage. Much lower result latency is now
possible. However, even if cloudlet resources are viewed as
“free” from the viewpoint of mobile computing, the drone
consumes wireless bandwidth in transmitting video.
Today, 4G LTE offers the most plausible wide-area connectivity from a drone in ﬂight to its associated cloudlet.
The much higher bandwidths of 5G are still many years
away, especially at global scale. More specialized wireless

B. Result Latency, Ofﬂoading & Scalability
Result latency is the delay between ﬁrst capture of a video
frame in which a particular result (e.g., image of a survivor)
is present, and report of its discovery to mission personnel
after video processing. Operating totally disconnected, a
small drone can capture and store video, but defer its
processing until the drone completes its mission and returns.
At that point, the data can be uploaded from the drone to
the cloud and processed there. This approach completely
eliminates the need for real-time video processing, obviating
the challenges of payload limits and drone size discussed
in the previous section. Unfortunately, this approach delays
the discovery and use of knowledge in the captured data by
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technologies for drones, such as Lightbridge 2 [25], can
also be used. Regardless of speciﬁc wireless technology, the
principles and techniques described in this paper apply.
Scalability, in terms of maximum number of concurrently
operating drones within a 4G LTE cell becomes an important
metric. In this paper we explore how the limited processing
capability on a drone can be used to greatly decrease the
volume of data transmitted, thus improving scalability while
minimally impacting result accuracy and result latency.
Note that the uplink capacity of 500 Mbps per 4G
LTE cell assumes standard cellular infrastructure that is
undamaged. In natural disasters and military combat, this
infrastructure may be destroyed. Emergency substitute infrastructure, such as Google and AT&T’s partnership on
balloon-based 4G LTE infrastructure for Puerto Rico after
hurricane Maria [26], can only sustain much lower uplink
bandwidth per cell, e.g. 10Mbps for the balloon-based
LTE [27]. Conserving wireless bandwidth from drone video
transmission then becomes even more important, and the
techniques described here will be even more valuable.
Result accuracy inﬂuences a second dimension of scalability, namely the ability of one individual to supervise the
result streams from many drones. The output of each video
processing pipeline should only demand occasional human
attention. The accuracy, sophistication, and speed of this
pipeline determines the cognitive load on mission personnel
for a given video stream. For example, a pipeline that has
virtually no false positives or false negatives in detecting
survivors will consume less supervisory human attention
than a mediocre pipeline. That will allow one person to
conﬁdently supervise a large swarm that rapidly covers a
large search area.

As Figure 1 suggests, the coverage area of a drone swarm
may span multiple 4G LTE cells. Multiple swarms may concurrently operate within a cell, and across cells. Depending
on the use case, many different types of cloudlets may be
used. These can range from small standalone units to one
or more racks of equipment within a small edge-located
building. In Fig. 1, the cloudlet is connected to the LTE
base station and packets from drones are routed directly to
the cloudlet without traversing the Internet backbone. While
existing LTE infrastructure is more convoluted because of
its legacy Evolved Packet Core, efforts are being made by
industry to simplify connectivity in order to harness the
beneﬁts of edge computing [28] [29] [30]. For illustration,
Figure 1 shows an Ubuntu Orange Box [31] as the cloudlet.
This self-contained cluster of Xeon processors with storage
and networking is a “data center in a box” that can be easily
transported to a mission site.
In this paper, we focus on the computer vision processing pipeline of a single drone. While the problems of
swarm management and coordination are interesting, they
are outside the scope of this paper. Only two aspects of
swarms are signiﬁcant here. First, swarms increase the total
communication volume; it is thus important that each drone
be frugal in its bandwidth usage. Second, swarms increase
the total cognitive load on mission personnel. The result
accuracy of each video processing pipeline needs to be high.
Our focus on mission-speciﬁc video processing allows
us to ignore the sensing and processing required for ﬂight
control and navigation. We assume that these more basic
capabilities are provided by a separate drone subsystem.
As explained in Section I, the total wireless bandwidth
demand from this subsystem is negligible since we are
focusing exclusively on autonomous drones. Virtually all of
the bandwidth demand from such a drone comes from its
transmission of mission-speciﬁc video to its cloudlet.

III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
A. Overview

B. Reducing Bandwidth Demand

Figure 1 shows the key components of a typical mission.
A swarm of drones ﬂies over a certain coverage area. Each
drone has sufﬁcient storage on board to store all the video
captured during the mission at full ﬁdelity. During ﬂight,
the drone can transmit all or part of the video captured
to a ground-based cloudlet over a wireless network. Preliminary ﬁltering of incoming video on board the drone
determines which subsets of the video stream, along with
possible annotations from the ﬁltering, are transmitted. The
sophistication of this ﬁltering depends on the computational
power available on the drone, since it has to be performed at
a rate that is at least loosely correlated with the video capture
frame rate. Mission personnel can view the data in near realtime after processing by the cloudlet, and can take actions
based on what they learn. For example, a search and rescue
mission Graphical User Interface (GUI) may highlight the
map coordinates of a survivor seen in the video feed. A
rescue team can then be dispatched to those coordinates.

Our goal is to reduce the total volume of data transmitted
from a drone to cloudlet during a mission, while preserving
excellent result latency and high result accuracy. For any
given event, such as the ﬁrst appearance of a speciﬁc
survivor in a video frame, the lowest attainable result latency
is the sum of four components: (a) capture and processing
delay in the drone; (b) transmission delay over the wireless
link; (c) processing delay in the cloudlet; (d) reaction time
of mission personnel. We assume that (d) is invariant across
all the strategies that we study, and therefore omit it from
further discussion. Assuming that the cloudlet is powerful
enough to meet the peak processing demand of all video
streams from a swarm, component (c) can also be viewed as
invariant across strategies. Thus, (a) and (b) are the primary
variables of interest in our study. In particular, we focus
on reducing the total amount of data transmitted and study
its impact on (a) and (b). While various conditions in real
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networks also inﬂuence the total bandwidth consumed, we
take a network transparent view in this paper.
As the baseline for comparison, we use the approach of
performing no processing on the drone: all video is transmitted immediately. We call this the D UMB D RONE strategy.
Among all strategies, it will generate the highest volume
of data during a mission. Section IV presents this baseline
bandwidth demand on a suite of benchmark videos that are
used for evaluation in the rest of the paper. Today’s teleoperated drones essentially use the D UMB D RONE strategy.
In Sections V to VIII, we describe and evaluate four
strategies to reduce bandwidth demand. We list them below
with very brief descriptions, and discuss them fully in
their respective sections. These strategies are not mutually
exclusive, and may be combined into mission-speciﬁc
optimized pipelines.
•
•

•

•

lower precision and higher recall. This increases cognitive
load modestly, while striving to minimize missed events.
IV. D UMB D RONE S TRATEGY
A. Description
As its name implies, no image processing is done on
the drone in this baseline strategy. Instead, captured video
is immediately written to drone storage and concurrently
transmitted to the cloudlet. Result latency is very low, merely
the sum of transmission delay and cloudlet processing delay.
B. Experimental Setup
To ensure experimental reproducibility, our evaluation is
based on replay of a benchmark suite of pre-captured videos
rather than on measurements from live drone ﬂights. In
practice, live results may diverge slightly from trace replay
because of non-reproducible phenomena. These can arise,
for example, from wireless propagation effects caused by
varying weather conditions, or by seasonal changes in the
environment such as the presence or absence of leaves on
trees. In addition, variability can arise in a drone’s preprogrammed ﬂight path due to collision avoidance with
moving obstacles such as birds, other drones, or aircraft.
All of the pre-captured videos in the benchmark suite
are publicly accessible, and have been captured from aerial
viewpoints. They characterize drone-relevant scenarios such
as surveillance, search-and-rescue, and wildlife conservation
that were mentioned in Section I. Figure 4 presents this
benchmark suite of videos, organized into ﬁve tasks. All
the tasks involve detection of tiny objects on individual
frames. Task T5 additionally involves action detection,
which operates on short video segments rather than individual frames. Although T2 is also nominally about action
detection (moving cars), it is implemented using object
detection on individual frames and then comparing the pixel
coordinates of vehicles in successive frames.

E ARLY D ISCARD : Use limited processing on the drone
to avoid transmitting “uninteresting” video frames.
J UST- IN -T IME -L EARNING (JITL): Use real-time machine
learning on the early part of an input video stream to
adapt and improve drone processing on the later part
of the video stream.
R EACH BACK : Compensate for over-zealous ﬁltering on
the drone by having the cloudlet reach back and request suppressed video segments from drone storage to
discover false negatives.
C ONTEXTAWARE : Exploit unique opportunities for optimization that are only possible because of speciﬁc
attributes of the current mission and video stream.

C. Key Performance Indicators
In evaluating these alternative strategies, our key metric
of interest is the total volume of data (number of bytes)
transmitted over the duration of a mission. Peak bandwidth
demand, averaged over a short interval such as one second,
is also of interest. Low values of both metrics are desirable
since they indicate better scalability.
Result latency is also of interest. For all detected events,
small result latency is ideal since it enables the fastest
possible response. In computing the statistics of this variable
(e.g., mean or standard deviation), we omit undetected events
since they effectively have inﬁnite result latency.
Precision and recall, which are the classic measures of
computer vision accuracy, are also important. False negatives
in the pipeline (i.e., poor recall) correspond to missed events.
This can have dire consequences in the real world, such as
a survivor dying because no attempt was made to rescue
him. At the same time, too many false positives (i.e.,
poor precision) can result in cognitive overload for mission
personnel. That, in turn, can lead to human errors in the
mission that may also have dire consequences. In practice,
a workable approach is to bias the pipeline slightly towards

C. Results
Figure 5 presents the key performance indicators on the
object detection tasks T1 and T2. We use the well-labeled
dataset to train and evaluate Faster-RCNN with ResNet 101.
We report the precision and recall at maximum F1 score.
Peak bandwidth is not shown since it is identical to average
bandwidth demand for continuous video transmission. As
shown earlier in Figure 3, the accuracy of this algorithm
comes at the price of very high resource demand. This
can only be met today by server-class hardware that is
available in a cloudlet. Even on a cloudlet, the ﬁgure of
438 milliseconds of processing time per frame indicates
that only a rate of two frames per second is achievable.
Sustaining a higher frame rate will require striping the
frames across cloudlet resources, thereby increasing resource
demand considerably. Note that the results in Figure 3 were
based on 1080p frames, while tasks T1 and T5 use the
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Detection
Task Goal
T1 People in

Data
Source

Data
Attributes

Training
Subset

Testing
Subset

scenes of
daily life
Moving
cars

Okutama
Action
Dataset [32]
Stanford
Drone
Dataset [33]

33 videos
59842 fr
4K@30 fps
60 videos
522497 fr
1080p@30 fps

9 videos
17763 fr

6 videos
20751 fr

16 videos
179992 fr

T3

Raft
in
ﬂooding
scene

YouTube
collection [34]

11 videos
54395 fr
720p@25 fps

8 videos
43017 fr

14 videos
92378 fr
Combination
of test
videos
from each
dataset.

T4

Elephants
in natural
habitat

YouTube
collection [35]

11 videos
54203 fr
720p@25 fps

8 videos
39466 fr

Pushing
or pulling
Suitcases

Okutama
Action
Dataset

Same as T1

Same
T1

T2

T5

Task
T1
T2

Total
Bytes
(MB)
924
2704

Avg
BW
(Mbps)
10.7
7.0

Recall
74%
66%

Precision
92%
90%

Peak bandwidth demand is same as average since
video is transmitted continuously. Precision and
recall are at the maximum F1 score.
Figure 5.

Baseline Object Detection KPIs

Drone
Storage

as

Example Early Discard Filters

MobileNet DNN

Camera

AlexNet DNN
Color Histogram

Encode &
Stream

to
cloudlet

DNN+SVM Cascade

fr = “frames”
fps = “frames per second”
No overlap between training and testing subsets of data
Figure 4.

Figure 6.

Benchmark Suite of Video Traces

Drone-based Early Discard

the art just a few years ago. In addition, they can be biased
towards high recall with only modest loss of precision. In
other words, many clearly irrelevant frames can be discarded
by a weak detector, without unacceptably increasing the
number of relevant frames that are erroneously discarded.
This asymmetry is the basis of the early discard strategy.

higher resolution of 4K. This will further increase demand
on cloudlet resources.
Clearly, the strategy of blindly shipping all video to the
cloudlet and processing every frame is resource-intensive to
the point of being impractical today. It may be acceptable as
an ofﬂine processing approach in the cloud, but is unrealistic
for real-time processing on cloudlets. We therefore explore
an approach in which a modest amount of computation on
the drone is able, with high conﬁdence, to avoid transmitting
many video frames and thereby saving wireless bandwidth
as well as cloudlet processing resources. This leads us to
the E ARLY D ISCARD strategy of the next section.

As shown in Figure 6, we envision a choice of weak
detectors being available as early discard ﬁlters on a drone,
with the speciﬁc choice of ﬁlter being mission-speciﬁc.
Relative to the measurements presented in Figure 3, early
discard only requires image classiﬁcation: it is not necessary
to know exactly where in the frame a relevant object occurs.
This suggests that MobileNet would be a good choice as a
weak detector. Its speed of 13 ms per frame on Jetson yields
more than 75 fps. We therefore use MobileNet on the drone
for early discard in our experiments.

V. E ARLY D ISCARD S TRATEGY
A. Description
EarlyDiscard is based on the idea of using on-board
processing to ﬁlter and transmit only interesting frames
in order to save bandwidth when ofﬂoading computation.
Previous work [36] [37] leveraged pixel-level features and
multiple sensing modalities to select interesting frames from
hand-held or body-worn cameras. In this work, we explore
the use of DNNs to ﬁlter frames from aerial views. The
beneﬁts of using DNNs are twofold. First, DNNs are trained
and specialized for each task, resulting in their high accuracy
and robustness. Second, no additional hardware is added to
existing drone platforms.
Although smartphone-class hardware is incapable of supporting the most accurate object detection algorithms at
full frame rate today, it is typically powerful enough to
support less accurate algorithms. These weak detectors are
typically designed for mobile platforms or were the state of

Pre-trained classiﬁers for MobileNet are available today
for objects such as cars, animals, human faces, human bodies, watercraft, and so on. However, these DNN classiﬁers
have typically been trained on images that were captured
from a human perspective — often by a camera held or
worn by a person. A drone, however, has an aerial viewpoint
and objects look rather different. To improve classiﬁcation
accuracy on drones, we used transfer learning [38] to
ﬁnetune the pre-trained classiﬁers on small training sets of
images that were captured from an aerial viewpoint. This
involves initial re-training of the last DNN layer, followed by
re-training of the entire network until convergence. Transfer
learning enables accuracy to be improved signiﬁcantly for
aerial images without incurring the full cost of creating a
large training set captured from an aerial viewpoint.
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Speed-Accuracy Trade-off of Tiling

improves as tiles become smaller, but the sustainable frame
rate drops. We group all tiles from the same frame in a
single batch to leverage parallelism, so the processing does
not change linearly with the number of tiles. The choice of
an operating point will need to strike a balance between the
speed and accuracy. In the rest of the paper, we use two tiles
per frame by default.
Drone Filter Accuracy: The output of a drone ﬁlter is
the probability of the current tile being “interesting.” A
tunable cutoff threshold parameter speciﬁes the threshold
for transmission to the cloudlet. All tiles, whether deemed
interesting or not, are still stored in the drone storage for
post-mission processing.
Figure 9 shows our results on all four tasks. Events such
as detection of a raft in T3 occur in consecutive frames, all
of which contain the object of interest. A correct detection
of an event is deﬁned as at least one of the consecutive
frames being transmitted to the cloudlet. Blue lines in
Figure 9 shows how the event recalls of drone ﬁlters for
different tasks change as a function of cutoff threshold. The
MobileNet DNN ﬁlter we used is able to detect all the events
for T1 and T4 even at a high cutoff threshold. For T2 and T3,
the majority of the events are detected. Achieving high recall
on T2 and T3 (on the order of 0.95 or better) requires setting
a low cutoff threshold. This leads to the possibility that
many of the transmitted frames are actually uninteresting
(i.e., false positives).
False negatives: As discussed earlier, false negatives are a
source of concern with early discard. Once the drone drops
a frame containing an important event, improved cloudlet
processing cannot help. The results in the third column of
Figure 10 conﬁrm that there are no false negatives for T1
and T4 at a cutoff threshold of 0.5. For T2 and T3, lower
cutoff thresholds are needed to achieve perfect recalls.
Result latency: The contribution of early discard processing
to total result latency is calculated as the average time
difference between the ﬁrst frame in which an object occurs
(i.e., ﬁrst occurrence in ground truth) and the ﬁrst frame
containing the object that is transmitted to the backend (i.e.,
ﬁrst detection). The results in the fourth column of Figure 10
conﬁrm that early discard contributes little to result latency.
The amounts range from 0.1 s for T1 to 12.7 s for T3. At the

Tiling and DNN Fine Tuning

Drone images are typically captured from a signiﬁcant
height, and hence objects in such an image are small. This
interacts negatively with the design of many DNNs, which
ﬁrst transform an input image to a ﬁxed low resolution — for
example, 224x224 pixels in MobileNet. Many important but
small objects in the original image become less recognizable.
It has been shown that small object size correlates with poor
accuracy in DNNs [24]. To address this problem, we tile high
resolution frames into multiple sub-frames and then perform
recognition on the sub-frames. This is done ofﬂine for
training, as shown in Figure 7, and also for online inference
on the drone and on the cloudlet. The lowering of resolution
of a sub-frame by a DNN is less harmful, since the scaling
factor is smaller. Objects are represented by many more
pixels in a transformed sub-frame than if the entire frame
had been transformed. The price paid for tiling is increased
computational demand. For example, tiling a frame into four
sub-frames results in four times the classiﬁcation workload.
B. Experimental Setup
Our experiments on the E ARLY D ISCARD strategy used the
same benchmark suite described in Section IV-B. We used
Jetson TX2 as the drone platform. We use both frame-based
and event-based metrics to evaluate the MobileNet ﬁlters.
C. Results of Early Discard Filters
EarlyDiscard is able to signiﬁcantly reduce the bandwidth
consumed while maintaining high result accuracy and low
average delay. For three out of four tasks, the average
bandwidth is reduced by a factor of ten. Below we present
our results in detail.
Effects of Tiling: Tiling is used to improve the accuracy for
high resolution aerial images. We used the Okutama Action
Dataset, whose attributes are shown in row T1 of Figure 4, to
explore the effects of tiling. For this dataset, Figure 8 shows
how speed and accuracy change with tile size. Accuracy
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Event Recall at Different Sampling Intervals
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timescale of human actions such as dispatching of a rescue
team, these are negligible delays.
Bandwidth: Columns 5–7 of Figure 10 pertain to wireless
bandwidth demand for the benchmark suite with early discard. The ﬁgures shown are based on H.264 encoding of
each individual frames in the drone-cloudlet video transmission. Average bandwidth is calculated as the total data
transmitted divided by mission duration. Comparing column
5 of Figure 10 with column 2 of Figure 5, we see that all
videos in the benchmark suite are beneﬁted by early discard
(Note T3 and T4 have the same test dataset as T2). For T2,
T3, and T4, the bandwidth is reduced by more than 10x. The
amount of beneﬁt is greatest for rare events (T2 and T3).
When events are rare, the drone can drop many frames.
Figure 9 provides deeper insight into the effectiveness of
cutoff-threshold on event recall. It also shows how many true
positives (violet) and false positives (aqua) are transmitted.
Ideally, the aqua section should be zero. However for T2,
most frames transmitted are false positives, indicating the
early discard ﬁlter has low precision. The other tasks exhibit
far fewer false positives. This suggests that the opportunity
exists for signiﬁcant bandwidth savings if precision could
be further improved, without hurting recall.
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D. Use of Sampling
Given the relatively low precision of the weak detectors,
a signiﬁcant number of false positives are transmitted. Furthermore, the occurrence of an object will likely last through
many frames, so true positives are also often redundant for
simple detection tasks. Both of these result in excessive consumption of precious bandwidth. This suggests that simply
restricting the number of transmitted frames by sampling
may help reduce bandwidth consumption.
Figure 11 shows the effects of sending a sample of frames
from the drone, without any content-based ﬁltering. Based
on these results, we can reduce the frames sent as little as
one per second and still get adequate recall at the cloudlet.
Note that this result is very sensitive to the actual duration
of the events in the videos. For the detection tasks outlined
here, most of the events (e.g., presences of a particular
elephant) last for many seconds (100’s of frames), so such
sparse sampling does not hurt recall. However, if the events
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JPEG
Frame
Sequence
(MB)
5823

H264
High
Quality
(MB)
3549

H264
Medium
Quality
(MB)
1833

the video data rate by another order of magnitude before
quality degrades catastrophically.
However, this compression does affect analytics. Even at
medium quality level, visible compression artifacts, blurring,
and motion distortions begin to appear. Initial experiments
analyzing compressed videos show that these distortions
do have a negative impact on accuracy of analytics. Using
average precision analysis, a standard method to evaluate
accuracy, we see that the most accurate model (Faster-RCNN
ResNet101) on low quality videos performs similarly to the
less accurate model (Faster-RCNN InceptionV2) on high
quality JPEG images. This negates the beneﬁts of using the
state-of-art models.
In this system, we pay a penalty of sending frames instead
of a compressed low quality video stream. This overhead
(approximately 30x) is compensated by the 100x reduction
in frames transmitted due to sampling with early discard.
In addition, the selective frame transmission preserves the
accuracy of the state-of-art detection techniques.
Finally, one other option is to treat the set of disparate
frames as a sequence and employ video encoding at high
quality. This can ultimately eliminate the per frame overhead
while maintaining accuracy. However, this will require a
complex setup with both low-latency encoders and decoders,
which can generate output data corresponding to a frame as
soon as input data is ingested, with no buffering, and can
wait arbitrarily long for additional frame data to arrive.
For the experiments in the rest of the paper, we only
account for the fraction of frames transmitted, rather than the
choice of speciﬁc encoding methods used for those frames.

H264
Low
Quality
(MB)
147

H264 high quality uses Constant Rate Factor (CRF) 23. Medium
uses CRF 28 and low uses 40 [39].
Figure 13.

Test Dataset Size With Different Encoding Settings

were of short duration, e.g., just a few frames long, then
this method would be less effective, as sampling may lead
to many missed events (false negatives).
Can we use content-based ﬁltering along with sampling
to further reduce bandwidth consumption? Figure 12 shows
results when running early discard on a sample of the frames.
This shows that for the same recall, we can reduce the
bandwidth consumed by another factor of 5 on average
over sampling alone. This effective combination can reduce
the average bandwidth consumed for our test videos to
just a few hundred kilobits per second. Furthermore, more
processing time is available per processed frame, allowing
more sophisticated algorithms to be employed, or to allow
smaller tiles to be used, improving accuracy of early discard.
One case where sampling is not an effective solution is
when all frames containing an object need to be sent to the
cloudlet for some form of activity or behavior analysis from
a complete video sequence (as may be needed for task T5).
In this case, bandwidth will not reduce much, as all frames
in the event sequence must be sent. However, the processing
time beneﬁts of sampling may still be exploited, provided
all frames in a sample interval are transmitted on a match.

VI. J UST- IN - TIME -L EARNING S TRATEGY
A. Description
Just-in-time-learning (JITL) tunes the drone pipeline to
the characteristics of the current mission in order to reduce
transmitted false positives from the drone, and therefore
reduce wasted bandwidth. It is inspired by the cascade
architecture from the computer vision community [40], but
is different in construction. A JITL ﬁlter is a cheap cascade
ﬁlter that distinguishes between the EarlyDiscard DNN’s
true positives (frames that are actually interesting) and false
positives (frames that are wrongly considered interesting).
Speciﬁcally, when a frame is reported as positive by EarlyDiscard, it is then passed through a JITL ﬁlter. If the
JITL ﬁlter reports negative, the frame is regarded as a false
positive and will not be sent. Ideally, all true positives from
EarlyDiscard are marked positive by the JITL ﬁlter, and
all false positives from EarlyDiscard are marked negative.
Frames dropped by EarlyDiscard are not processed by the
JITL ﬁlter, so this approach can only serve to improve
precision, but not recall.
Periodically during a drone mission, a JITL ﬁlter is trained
on the cloudlet using the frames transmitted from the drone.
The frames received on the cloudlet are predicted positive by

E. Effects of Video Encoding
One advantage of the D UMB D RONE strategy is that since
all frames are transmitted, one can use a modern video
encoding to reduce transmission bandwidth. With early
discard, only a subset of disparate frames are sent. These
will likely need to be individually compressed images, rather
than a video stream. How much does the switch from video
to individual frames affect bandwidth?
In theory, this can be a signiﬁcant impact. Video encoders
leverage the similarity between consecutive frames, and
model motion to efﬁciently encode the information across a
set of frames. Image compression can only exploit similarity
within a frame, and cannot efﬁciently reduce number of
bits needed to encode redundant content across frames.
To evaluate this difference, we start with extracted JPEG
frame sequences of our video data set. We encode the frame
sequence with different H.264 settings. Figure 13 compares
the size of frame sequences in JPEG and the encoded video
ﬁle sizes. We see only about 3x difference in the data size
for the medium quality. We can increase the compression (at
the expense of quality) very easily, and are able to reduce
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the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter. The cloudlet, with more processing
power, is able to run more accurate DNNs to identify true
positives and false positives. Using this information, a small
and lightweight JITL ﬁlter is trained to distinguish true
positives and false positives of EarlyDiscard ﬁlters. These
JITL ﬁlters are then pushed to the drone to run as a cascade
ﬁlter after the EarlyDiscard DNN.
True/false positive frames have high temporal locality
throughout a drone mission. The JITL ﬁlter is expected to
pick up the features that confused the EarlyDiscard DNN
in the immediate past and improve the pipeline’s accuracy
in the near future. These features are usually speciﬁc to the
current ﬂight, and may be affected by terrain, shades, object
colors, and particular shapes or background textures.
JITL can be used with EarlyDiscard DNNs of different cutoff probabilities to strike different trade-offs. In a
bandwidth-favored setting, JITL can work with an aggressively selective EarlyDiscard DNN to further reduce wasted
bandwidth. In a recall-favored setting, JITL can be used with
a lower-cutoff DNN to preserve recall.
In our implementation, we use a linear support vector machine (SVM) [41] as the JITL ﬁlter. Linear SVM has several
advantages: 1) short training time in the order of seconds;
2) fast inference; 3) only requires a few training examples;
3) small in size to transmit, usually on the order of 50KB
in our experiments. The input features to the JITL SVM
ﬁlter are the image features extracted by the EarlyDiscard
DNN ﬁlter. In our case, since we are using MobileNet as
our EarlyDiscard ﬁlter, they are the 1024-dimensional vector
elements from the second last layer of MobileNet. This
vector, also called “bottleneck values” or “transfer values”
captures high-level features that represents the content of
an image. Note that the availability of such image feature
vector is not tied to a particular image classiﬁcation DNN
nor unique to MobileNet. Most image classiﬁcation DNNs
can be used as a feature extractor in this way.

whether the output of the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter is correct or
not. For a frame, if the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter predicts it to
be interesting, but the JITL ﬁlter predicts the EarlyDiscard
ﬁlter is wrong, it would not be transmitted to the cloudlet. In
other words, following two criteria need to be satisﬁed for
a frame to be transmitted to the cloudlet: 1) EarlyDiscard
ﬁlter predicts it to be interesting 2) JITL ﬁlter predicts the
EarlyDiscard ﬁlter is correct on this frame.
C. Results
From our experiments, JITL is able to ﬁlter out more
than 15% of remaining frames after EarlyDiscard without
loss of event recall for three of four tasks. Figure 14 details
the fraction of frames saved by JITL. The x-axis presents
event recall. Y-axis represents the fraction of total frames.
The blue region presents the achievable fraction of frames
by EarlyDiscard. The orange region shows the additional
savings using JITL. For T1, T3, and T4, at the highest
event recall, JITL ﬁlters out more than 15% of remaining
frames. This shows that JITL is effective at reducing the false
positives thus improving the precision of the drone ﬁlter.
However, occasionally, JITL predicts wrongly and removes
true positives. For example, for T2, JITL does not achieve a
perfect event recall. This is due to shorter event duration in
T2, which results in fewer positive training examples to learn
from. Depending on tasks, getting enough positive training
examples for JITL could be difﬁcult, especially when events
are short or occurrences are few. To overcome this problem
in practice, techniques such as synthetic data generation [42]
could be explored to synthesize true positives from the
background of the current ﬂight.
VII. R EACH BACK S TRATEGY
Reachback strategy is designed for drones to take advantage of their storage space. Today, enabled by inexpensive
storage, tele-operated drones are designed to store the entire
video footage from a ﬂight on-board. In our live video
analytics setup, when portions of video feeds are streamed
back to cloudlets for analysis, the complete videos are stored
locally on the drones as authoritative sources. Furthermore,
the limited processing on the drone can generally only serve
to down-select the frames that may be useful to downstream
processing at the cloudlet. Our strategy is to tune the drone
processing in favor of recall, so that interesting events
and objects are not missed. As these algorithms are not
perfect, it is still possible that a few critical frames are not
transmitted. These frames will not be discarded, however,
and will be stored safely on board the drone. The essence
of the reachback strategy is to allow the cloudlet to fetch
additional frames from the drone storage when needed to
complete analysis.
This mechanism is particularly useful in the context of
activity detection, where a consecutive set of frames are
needed to accurately identify the actions in the scene, e.g.,

B. Experimental Setup
We used Jetson TX2 as our drone platform and evaluated
the JITL strategy on four tasks, T1 to T4. For the test videos
in each task, we began with the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter only
and gradually trained and deployed JITL ﬁlters. Speciﬁcally,
every ten seconds, we trained an SVM using the frames
transmitted from the drone and the ground-truth labels for
these frames. In a real deployment, the frames would be
marked as true positives or false positives by an accurate
DNN running on the cloudlet since ground-truth labels are
not available. In our experiments, we used ground-truth
labels to control variables and remove the effect of imperfect
prediction of DNN models running on the cloudlet. In
addition, we used the true and false positives from all
previous intervals, not just the last ten seconds when training
the SVM. The SVM, once trained, is used as a cascade ﬁlter
running after the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter on the drone to predict
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Effect of Reachback on bandwidth and recall

available. We use reachback to retrieve temporally nearby
frames that are missing, until the event has ended. We
compare action event detection accuracy and bandwidth
usage with and without the reachback mechanism.
Figure 15 shows that reachback can signiﬁcantly improve
the event recall with a marginal increase in the bandwidth
usage. The dashed lines are baseline with only early discard,
while the solid lines are for the system with the reachback
mechanism. The blue lines indicate action event recall, based
on the accuracy model where the action is detected if at least
80% of the event frames are seen. The red lines show number
of frames transmitted. As we can see, with just a marginal
increase in bandwidth, event recall can be greatly improved
with reachback for all early discard cut-off thresholds. The
bandwidth increase is due to the frames transmitted from the
drone in response to the seven reachbacks (5 true positives,
2 false positives) triggered for this video sequence. Note
that if the early discard is extremely aggressive, then so few
frames reach the cloudlet that the reachback criteria may not
be satisﬁed, causing reduction in event recalls.

(d) T4

JITL Fraction of Frames under Different Event Recall

whether an elephant is ﬂapping its ears. As early discard
at the drone is performed frame by frame, only a scattered
subset of the desired frames may be initially delivered to
the cloudlet. If analysis on these frames indicate the event
in question may have occurred, the cloudlet will request
that the missing frames be sent from the drone. With
the complete frame sequence, the incidence of the action
can be accurately determined. We note that the reachback
mechanism is useful in both an automated analytics context,
as well as with a human operator in the loop. For example,
a human observer may ﬁnd the appearance or pose of an
individual in a frame to be unusual, and can request that the
complete video sequence preceding the suspicious frame to
be transmitted from the drone.
We evaluate the idea of reachback to a drone using a simple activity inference task (T5). Here, the goal is to identify
instances of people pushing or pulling large suitcases. We
use the test videos from the Okutama dataset, in which there
are 5 instances of a person pushing or pulling a suitcaselike object. We use the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter trained for T1
as the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter in this experiment. As a rough
estimate, we assume 80% of event frames are needed for a
general activity detector to successfully identify an action of
pushing or pulling an object. In general, early discard alone
cannot deliver enough frames. On the cloudlet, we use the
successful detection of a person and a nearby suitcase-like
object to trigger reachback. Through manual inspection of
the test videos, we identify seven separate sequences where
the trigger condition will be satisﬁed. This manual inspection
could be replaced by activity recognition algorithms when

VIII. C ONTEXT-AWARE S TRATEGY
A. Description
The essence of this approach is to leverage unique attributes of the current mission to improve the speed and
accuracy of video processing on the drone. By deﬁnition,
this approach is ad hoc in character and therefore hard to
generalize or automate. However, the wins can be signiﬁcant.
As an illustrative example, consider searching for survivors in the ocean after a shipwreck. Suppose the standard
approach for detecting survivors in search and rescue missions involves detection of human faces and bodies (similar
to T1), or distinctive actions such as waving. These are
used as the basis of early discard at the beginning of the
mission. During the mission, as personnel review results
that are presented to them after cloudlet processing, they
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Video 1
Video 2
Video 3

Precision using
DNN (%)
92.4
51.9
41.3

Precision using
color ﬁlter (%)
95.3
76.1
84.3

Recall
(%)
89.1
90.0
88.6

(a) Accuracy

Video 1
Video 2
Video 3

Jetson
DNN Color
6.2
13
6.3
9.5

Joule
DNN Color
9.8
37
9.7
12.3

Nexus 6
DNN Color
27.5
352
26.3
36.1

(a) Motivating Image

(b) Processing time (ms)
Figure 17.

earlier, the default ﬁlter is the union of a set of MobileNet
DNNs that have each been trained on a speciﬁc type of
object (e.g., human face, human body and raft). Other ﬁlters
can be activated at runtime.
Mission personnel can specify parameters to ﬁlters by
example, as shown in the GUI in Figure 16(b). This is done
by drawing bounding boxes around the relevant parts of
images that were presented after cloudlet processing. Filters
can be selectively activated or deactivated, and combined to
generate complex search predicates. They can be used on
the drone both for early discard of future video, as well as
re-examination of stored video. When the accuracy of the
uploaded ﬁlter is better than that of the default DNN ﬁlter,
a re-examination of stored video can yield hits that were
missed earlier. These new hits can be downloaded to the
cloudlet for further processing. The context-aware ﬁlter is
thus being used both for reachback from already-captured
video, as well as for early discard on future video.

(b) GUI to Deﬁne Color Filter
Figure 16.

Detection Results on T3 Using Color Filters

Example of Context-Aware Strategy

notice that all survivors are wearing ﬂotation devices (life
jackets) that have a distinctive color. Against the bluegreen background of the ocean, detecting this color is a
fast, accurate, and computationally cheap way of detecting
survivors. Figure 16(a) gives an example of such a scene.
However this optimization is unique to this mission. On a
different mission that also involves a shipwreck, the life
jackets may be of a different color. Or, because of the
late evening timing of the mission and the consequent low
angle of the sun, too many false positives may arise from
reﬂections off the water if reddish-orange colors are used as
the basis of early discard.
By the classic metrics of machine learning, the use of such
heuristics is viewed as “overﬁtting” and therefore something
to be avoided at all costs. Yet, in practical terms and in
the narrow context of this mission, the heuristic offers
many advantages without compromising accuracy. On some
missions, the heuristic may even be more accurate than a
DNN. We consider it important to allow mission personnel
to take advantage of such context-aware optimizations.
As shown earlier in Figure 6, we support many preinstalled ﬁlters on the drone to implement context-aware
early discard. These ﬁlters are parameterized, and the parameters (such as the speciﬁc color of the life jackets) can
be supplied at runtime over the wireless link. As discussed

B. Experimental Setup
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy, we apply
it using a simple color ﬁlter for T3. In each raft search video,
we randomly pick a frame that contains a raft (true positive),
and obtain the color of the most distinctive region of the
raft. Using the hue, saturation, and value (HSV) color space
attributes of this region, we apply a color ﬁlter to all the
other frames of the video. If a signiﬁcantly large area of
a frame passes this ﬁlter, the frame is marked as positive.
Otherwise, it is marked as negative.
C. Results
Figure 17 shows using this approach can both improve
accuracy and reduce computation on three representative
test videos in T3. For all three videos, the precision using
a color ﬁlter is better than the precision using a DNN.
The difference is modest for Video 1, but considerable for
Video 2 and Video 3. In other words, the context aware
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approach is consistently more accurate. This improvement
in accuracy does not come at a sacriﬁce in speed. On the
contrary, Figure 17(b) shows that the the color ﬁlter is
signiﬁcantly faster than the DNN, ranging from 2x to over
an order of magnitude faster depending on the device and
data set. These results show the high value of using contextaware knowledge. What the DNN provides is generality,
combined with reasonable accuracy. At the beginning of
a mission, when little is known about the context-speciﬁc
search attributes of the target, the DNN is the only choice.
As the mission progresses, the early results may hint at the
attributes of a highly effective and cheap context-aware ﬁlter.

The work presented in this paper is disjoint from these
previous drone-centric research efforts. Our focus is on reducing wireless transmission for live video from autonomous
drones in use cases such as search and rescue, surveillance,
and wildlife conservation. Wang et al. [8] shares our concern for wireless bandwidth, but focuses on coordinating
a network of drones to capture and broadcast live sport
event. In addition, Wang et al [10] explored adaptive video
streaming with drones using content-based compression and
video rate adaptation. While we share their inspiration, our
work leverages characteristics of DNNs and explore humanin-the loop to enable mission-speciﬁc optimization strategies
including reachback and context-awareness.
Much previous work on static camera networks and video
analytics systems explored efﬁcient use of compute and network resources at scale. Zhang et al. [46] studied resourcequality trade-off under result latency constraints in video
analytics systems. Kang et al. [47] worked on optimizing
DNN queries over videos at scale. While they focus on
supporting a large number of computer vision workload,
our work optimizes for the ﬁrst hop wireless bandwidth.
In addition, Zhang et al. [9] designed a wireless distributed
surveillance system that supports a large geographical area
through frame selection and content-aware trafﬁc scheduling. In contrast, our work uses drone moving cameras. We
explore techniques that tolerate changing scenes in video
feeds and strategies that can leverage the human operator.
Some previous work on computer vision in mobile settings has relevance to aspects of our system design. Chen et
al. [48] explore how continuous real-time object recognition
can be done on mobile devices. They meet their design
goals by combining expensive object detection with computationally cheap object tracking. Although we do not use
object tracking in our work, we share the resource concerns
that motivate that work. Naderiparizi et al. [37] describe a
programmable early-discard camera architecture for continuous mobile vision. Our work shares their emphasis on early
discard, but differs in all other aspects. In fact, our work can
be viewed as complementing that work: their programmable
early-discard camera would be an excellent choice for our
drones. Lastly, Hu et al [36] have investigated the approach
of using lightweight computation on a mobile device to
improve the overall bandwidth efﬁciency of a computer
vision pipeline that ofﬂoads computation to the edge. We
share their concern for wireless bandwidth, and their use
of early discard using inexpensive algorithms on the mobile
device. However, their work is not in a drone setting and
has no counterpart to just-in-time learning, reachback, or
context-aware discard described in our work.

IX. D ISCUSSION
The techniques presented in Sections V to VIII are
not mutually exclusive. Instead, they are designed to be
used collectively to form a mission-speciﬁc pipeline. The
EarlyDiscard technique employs on-board ﬁlters to select
interesting frames and suppress the transmission of mundane
frames to save bandwidth. In particular, cheap yet effective
DNN ﬁlters are trained ofﬂine to fully leverage the large
quantity of training data and the high learning capacities
of DNNs. Building on top of EarlyDiscard, JITL adapts
an EarlyDiscard ﬁlter to a speciﬁc mission environment
online. Throughout a ﬂight, JITL continuously evaluates
the EarlyDiscard ﬁlter and reduces the number of false
positives by predicting whether an EaryDiscard decision is
made correctly. These two techniques together reduce the
total number of unnecessary frames transmitted. In addition,
some missions need consecutive frames instead of individual
images to do tasks such as activity recognition. Reachback
compensates for these scenarios when EarlyDiscard and
JITL are deployed. Once the cloudlet identiﬁes an interesting
frame from the data sent back by the drone, nearby frames
are pulled from storage on the drone. Furthermore, either
an algorithm or a person in the loop can determine when to
trigger reachback. Besides reachback, the person in the loop
may also identify unique characteristics to create more effective context-aware ﬁlters to increase accuracy and reduce
on-board computation.
X. R ELATED W ORK
Interest in drones has exploded in the recent past, both in
industry and in the research community. Gartner [43] estimates that the global market revenue for drones will exceed
$6 billion in 2017, and will grow to exceed $11 billion in
2020. The research literature also reﬂects growing interest in
drones. Bregu et al. [13] explored how the characteristics of
existing control logic and hardware could be used to create
a notion of reactive control of drones. Gowda et al. [44]
showed how the orientation of drones could be tracked using
multiple GPS receivers. Mao et al. [45] described an indoor
system in which a drone follows a user and records videos.

XI. C ONCLUSION
The emergence of autonomous drones has the potential
to transform many domains. Today, progress is clouded by
regulatory and political uncertainty surrounding the use of
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drones. We are conﬁdent, however, that these are temporary
inhibitors. This work looks ahead to a future when the use
of video sensing on autonomous drones is widespread, both
in day to day activities as well as in emergency situations.
In this paper, we address several difﬁcult mobile computing challenges that arise in performing real-time video analytics on small autonomous drones. These challenges lie at
the intersection of wireless bandwidth, processing capacity,
result accuracy, and timeliness of results. To address these
challenges, we have developed an adaptive computer vision
pipeline for search tasks in domains such as search-andrescue, surveillance, and wildlife conservation. We explore
an early discard strategy to selectively send the most interesting frames and reduce precious bandwidth between the drone
and a ground-based cloudlet. We propose additional strategies including just-in-time learning, reachback, and contextbased ﬁltering to further improve bandwidth efﬁciency. Our
experimental results show that this judicious combination of
drone-based processing and edge-based processing can save
substantial wireless bandwidth and thus improve scalability,
without compromising result accuracy or result latency. We
believe such a drone architecture can greatly improve the
scalability of search in terms of number of concurrent drones
in ﬂight and in terms of the amount of operator attention
needed to monitor a swarm of drones.
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